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ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM Programme and Invitation



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT g Sue Wood g pres@e-tas.ch
VICE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY g Kelly Sovilla g vpres@e-tas.ch 
PAST PRESIDENT g JoAnn Salvisberg g past-pres@e-tas.ch 
NATIONAL COORDINATOR g Antoinette Breutel-O’Donoghue g natco@e-tas.ch
NATIONAL EVENTS CHAIR g Choreanne Frei g natev@e-tas.ch
PUBLICATIONS CHAIR g Helena Lustenberger g publ@e-tas.ch
PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR g Emilia Siravo g pure@e-tas.ch
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT CHAIR g Urs Kalberer g tede@e-tas.ch
TREASURER g Florian Gantenbein g trea@e-tas.ch
WEB CHAIR g Martina Lazaro g wech@e-tas.ch

REGIONAL COORDINATORS (RCs)
BADEN g Caroline Rickli and Melissa Weaver g baden@e-tas.ch
BASEL g Guadalupe Salazar g basel@e-tas.ch
BERN/NEUCHÂTEL g Ben Hoyt g bern@e-tas.ch
CENTRAL SWITZERLAND g Vacant
GENEVA g Karen Greaney and Rachael Harris g geneva@e-tas.ch
GRAUBÜNDEN g Vacant
SOLOTHURN/OLTEN g Vacant
ST. GALLEN g Karen Kerley g st.gallen@e-tas.ch
TICINO g Nicole Jaks g ticino@e-tas.ch
VALAIS g Cathy Gérard g valais@e-tas.ch
VAUD g Sharon Acton-Dagaudenzi and Sonia Vanyan Spenlehauer g vaud@e-tas.ch
ZÜRICH/WINTERTHUR g Choreanne Frei and Angela Mercado g zuri-winti@e-tas.ch

ETAS AGM ORGANISING COMMITTEE

Big thanks to Annegret, Coco, Dawn and local volunteers.

ETASOrganisation
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(Office and Library)

Annegret Richmond
Im Hubel 3
6210 Sursee

Tel: +41 (0)24 420 32 54
Fax: +41 (0)24 420 32 57 

email: office@e-tas.ch
website: www.e-tas.ch

Phone hours:
Monday: 8.30 – 11.30
Wednesday: 8.30 – 11.30 and 13.30 – 16.30

PUBLISHER:
ETAS English Teachers Association, Switzerland

PROGRAMME:
ETAS National Events Chair
ETAS AGM Organising Committee

GRAPHIC DESIGN:
Sumners Graphics

ETASAdministration
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Bildungszentrum Zofingen (BZZ) in Zofingen

Saturday
08.30 – 09.15 Registration, coffee and book exhibition
09.15 – 09.30 Welcome: Sue Wood, ETAS President
09.30 – 10.30 Opening Plenary – John Hughes: Personalisation 

in an impersonal world
(sponsored by National Geographic Learning)

10.30 – 10.45 Information
10.45 – 11.45 Workshops Session A
11.45 – 13.00 Lunch and book exhibition
13.00 – 14.00 Workshops Session B
14.15 – 15.15 Workshops Session C
15.15 – 15.45 Coffee and book exhibition
15.45 – 16.45 AGM
17.00 – 18.00 Closing Plenary – Dave Allan: Bringing LOLA to life: 

delivering Learning Oriented Language Assessment 
at national, regional and local levels
(sponsored by NILE, Norwich Institute for Language Education)

Followed by Apéro 

Sunday
09.00 – 09.30 Registration, coffee and book exhibition
09.30 – 10.30 Opening Plenary – Daniel Xerri: Supporting Teacher-Researchers 

Through the Development of Research Literacy
(sponsored by the University of Malta)

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee and book exhibition
11.00 – 12.00 Workshops Session D
12.00 – 13.15 Lunch and book exhibition
13.15 – 14.15 Workshops Session E
14.30 – 15.30 Closing Plenary – Mike Hogan: 

8 Success Factors for Learning Design
(sponsored by Cornelsen Schweiz AG)

15.30 Closing words from the President and official end 
of the Annual Conference and AGM

Programme
ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM 
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You are cordially invited to attend the ETAS 34th Annual General Meeting on 
Saturday, 20th January 2018, at 15.45. 

Agenda
1. Welcome

2. Approval of the agenda

3. Approval of the minutes of the 33rd AGM in Zürich, published on the
ETAS website (https://www.e-tas.ch/annual-reports-and-agm-documents)

4. Annual Report, 2017 – Sue Wood, President

5. Financial Report, 2016-2017 - Florian Gantenbein, Treasurer

6. Auditor's Report

7. Discharge of executive committee

8. Approval of membership fees (revised AGM 2014)

9. Approval of the budget for the 
new fiscal year (2017 – 2018)

10. Election of executive 
committee members:
a. Publications Chair 

Helena Lustenberger, nominated
b. Teacher Development Chair 

Jayne Kyte, nominated
11. 2020 Vision 
12. Any other business

AGM invitation and agenda
ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM 
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Nominations

POSITION NOMINEE
Professional Development Chair Jayne Kyte
Publications Chair Helena Lustenberger

Professional Development Chair: Jayne Kyte 
Jayne has had an extensive career in ELT which began in 1990 in Basel. After 18 years at the
chalk face, Jayne undertook a new challenge and represented OUP in Switzerland, first as area
manager, and then as Senior ELT Consultant. She recently trained to become a CELTA tutor with
Academia in Basel, and is currently Assistant Course Tutor on both the full-time and part-time
course, as well as working with Cambridge St. Gallen on an upcoming part-time course. Jayne
previously held the positions of RC for Basel, National Events Chair and Vice President of ETAS
and is keen to put her extensive experience to good use in the position of Professional
Development Chair.

Jayne has been nominated by Urs Kalberer and seconded by Sue Wood.

PUBLICATIONS CHAIR: Helena Lustenberger
Snice March, Helena has taken over the position of Publications Chair. She began contributing
book reviews to ETAS Journal before becoming Book Reviews Editor and member of the
Publications team in early 2013. She is known to readers of the ETAS Journal through her 
'At A Glance' column. She has also served ETAS as Sponsorship Coordinator on the National
Events team and enjoys the social and cultural benefits of belonging to an organisation such 
as ETAS, and especially the Publications team.

She is British and studied English, French, and Philosophy and then Business Administration. 
After some years working in Marketing and then running a business, Helena has been an 
English teacher and member of ETAS for over 25 years. Helena has extensive experience in
teaching adults up to tertiary level and in translating, and is particularly interested in CLIL.

Helena has been nominated by Caroline Grünig-Manton and seconded by Ceres Pioquinto.

Nominations to the ETAS Executive Committee 2018–2021
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Plenaries
Saturday opening plenary
John Hughes – Personalisation in an impersonal world
Sponsored by National Geographic Learning

Personalisation in the classroom is always considered desirable but in reality, it’s often hard to
achieve. As teachers, we try to personalise the language, but this can be challenging in larger
classes. There is also a delicate balance between asking students to personalise language and
asking them to say too much about their real lives. Finally, if we want to use texts, videos and
images which bring real-life topics into the classroom, we need to find personal connections
between the individual student and global issues. In this presentation, I’ll explore these issues
and share a variety of practical techniques and activities which bridge the gaps between the 
individual, the language and the wider world.

John Hughes is an award-winning ELT author with over 30 titles including course books for students
and methodology resources for teachers. His books for National Geographic Learning include Life,
Spotlight on First, Practical Grammar, Success with BEC Vantage and Total Business. In his 25-year
career, he has taught students from all over the world and still teaches part-time with a voluntary 
organization. He has managed departments of Business English and Teacher Training and has 
lectured on ELT materials writing and critical thinking at Oxford University. He regularly writes for 
the blog National Geographic Learning Infocus and also blogs at www.elteachertrainer.com.

Saturday closing plenary
Dave Allan – Bringing LOLA to life: delivering Learning Oriented 
Language Assessment at national, regional and local levels
Sponsored by NILE (Norwich Institute for Language Education)

This plenary talk will present a 5-year transnational collaborative project to deliver a new kind 
of assessment. NILE worked with an Austrian partner, CEBS, to make real a new concept for
assessment in school contexts, the design and delivery of national language tests with both 
summative and formative purposes, combining system diagnosis at national level with 
innovative feedback to institutions, teachers and learners. The tests were linked to the CEFR,
covering both receptive and productive skills, and made extensive use of digital modes of 
delivery. The talk will focus on the instruments and tasks developed so as to achieve both 
high levels of inter-rater reliability and extensive formative feedback.

Dave Allan is the Founding Director of NILE, the Norwich Institute for Language Education, one of 
the UK’s premier teacher training and CPD providers, where over 40,000 teachers have been trained,
including hundreds from Switzerland. Dave himself is a regular visitor to Switzerland, having worked
with Swiss teachers for almost all his working life, and has been a regular speaker at ETAS events,
attending 25 ETAS conferences since the beginning of ETAS. He’s really looking forward to being 
back among old friends and new colleagues and sharing ideas with them again.

ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM • Zofingen10



Sunday opening plenary
Daniel Xerri – Supporting Teacher-Researchers Through
the Development of Research Literacy
Sponsored by University of Malta

Defined as research conducted by teachers in their own context with the aim of better 
understanding their practices, teacher research is recognised as a fundamental means of achieving
professional development, and of improving learning and teaching (Borg, 2013). However, despite
its benefits, teacher research is sometimes denounced as unreliable because some classroom
practitioners lack adequate knowledge and skills in relation to research (Burns, 2010). Rather than
sidelining teacher research in favour of research conducted by academics and professional
researchers, it is increasingly acknowledged that English language teachers need to be assisted to
develop their knowledge, skills and beliefs so that they may engage in research more effectively
(Borg, 2003). 
This talk explores the perspectives of teacher educators, teacher association leaders, and 
academics on the kind of support that teachers need to be provided with for them to develop 
the necessary research literacy to engage in research and share their findings in an effective
manner. It highlights at times conflicting views as to what kind of support teachers require given
current definitions of research. For example, some stakeholders value the mentoring that a 
professional researcher can provide a teacher-researcher with, whereas others feel that teachers
would benefit far more from being trained how to engage in evidence-based reflective practice.
By the end of this talk, the audience will have considered how, despite varied forms of support 
for teachers’ research literacy, the notion of research as applicable to classroom practitioners
might need to be broadened further. Implications and recommendations for professionals 
tasked with supporting teacher-researchers in different international contexts will be presented.

Daniel Xerri is a lecturer in TESOL at the University of Malta, the joint co-ordinator of the IATEFL
Research SIG, and the chairperson of the ELT Council within the Ministry for Education and
Employment in Malta. He holds postgraduate degrees in English and Applied Linguistics, as well 
as a PhD in Education from the University of York. He has been awarded a number of international
grants in order to conduct research in the United Kingdom, Australia, and the USA. He is the author 
of many publications on different areas of education and TESOL, including articles published in ELT
Journal, English in Education, and International Journal of Research and Method in Education. 
His main research interests are creativity and teacher education. Further details about his talks and
publications can be found at: www.danielxerri.com

Sunday closing plenary
Mike Hogan – 8 Success Factors for Learning Design
Sponsored by Cornelsen

The world of work is more intense than a decade ago, and changes in both society and 
technology have had great impact on how learning takes place. These changes in how learning
takes place also have impact on how we design and deliver courses. This talk will build on 
key principles of Service Design Thinking and consider how we can apply them to ELT. 
We’ll consider how we can design better courses and lessons with more relevance, 
engagement, and individualization of learning processes with content that specifically 
focuses on current learning contexts and ongoing changes in the learning environment.

Mike Hogan is a director, trainer and coach at York Associates, which specializes in professional 
language and communication skills, teacher training and leadership development. He is also a 
teacher trainer on the York Associates CertIBET. He has written numerous course books including 
‘Basis for Business’ B1 + B2, and ‘Business English for Beginners’ A1 (Cornelsen) which recently 
won the 2017 David Riley Award for Innovation in Business English.



Lunch menus
SATURDAY 

Mixed salad
Beef stroganoff served with rice 

and broccoli

Vegetarian option
Quorn stroganoff

Mineral water, coffee and brownies

SUNDAY 
Mixed salad

Breast of chicken in a curry sauce, 
served with noodles and 

Chinese mixed vegetables

Vegetarian option
Vegetable schnitzel

Mineral water, coffee and donuts

SATURDAY EVENING
A selection of finger food

Choice of wine, orange juice 
or mineral water

Thank you to all of our sponsors (listed alphabetically).

Academia
British Council
Cambridge English Languages
Cambridge University Press
Cornelsen Schweiz AG
Helbling Languages GmbH
Hilderstone College
IDP IELTS
National Geographic Learning
National Geographic Learning
NILE (Norwich Institute for Language Education)
Oxford University Press
Pearson Schweiz AG
Pilgrims Teacher Training
SoftEnglish
Spotlight Verlag
Swiss Exams
TLC / International House Zürich-Baden
University of Malta

At the time of publication.

Sponsors
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Overview of all workshops
Workshops Session A: Saturday 10.45 – 11.45
A1 K106
Lee Shutler – Coursebooks – why and when
Sponsored by Hilderstone College

A2 K107
Laurence Koster – English vocabulary profile: taking the guesswork out 
of business English vocabulary
Sponsored by Cambridge University Press

A3 K108
Pete Kaithan – Linguaskill – a new age in language assessment offered by
Cambridge English
Sponsored by Swiss Exams

A4 K109
Carol Waites – Flipping your classroom for B1+ levels upwards in 
today’s world – yes you can
Independent

A5 K110
Helen Strong – Teaching one-to-one
Independent

A6 K101
Dave Allan – Where to get the best in training and professional development 
in the UK and in Switzerland
Sponsored by NILE (Norwich Institute for Language Education)

A7 K103
Michael Benford – Shopping Matters 3rd edition
Sponsored by Cornelsen Schweiz AG

A8 K104
Nicole Küpfer – Stories, voice and improvisation
Independent

A9 K205
Majellia Sheehan Harris – Pronunciation workout
Independent

A10 K204
Varinder Unlu – Why won’t they learn?
Independent
Workshops Session B: Saturday 13.00 – 14:00



Workshops Session B: Saturday 13.00 – 14.00
B1 K106
John Hughes – How can we make lesson plans useful?
Sponsored by National Geographic Learning

B2 K107
Csilla Jaray-Benn – Empathy as a source of motivation: 
Collaborative and creative strategies
Independent

B3 K108
Margaret O’Keeffe – Staying ahead of the game? 
Yes, definitely with Pearson’s new business series.
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz AG

B4 K109
Fiona Mauchline – Silent videos, talking teens (active adults too)
Independent

B5 K110
Jayne Kyte – Is it time to take another look at the humble white / blackboard?
Independent

B6 K101
Caroline Hyde-Simon – Improving the accessibility of study-related vocabulary
Independent

B7 K103
Lee Shutler – Using flipped learning to provide variety
Sponsored by Hilderstone College

B8 K104
Gemma Webber – Integrating technology in the 21st century classroom
Independent

B9 K205
Véronique Buffat – Teaching with songs - when language becomes music
Independent

B10 K204
Feyza Konyali von Grünig – Teaching EAP writing skills at lower levels
Independent

ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM • Zofingen14
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Workshops Session C: Saturday 14.15 – 15:15
C1 K106
Ian McMaster – Business English needs: what do we (think we) know?
Sponsored by Spotlight Verlag

C2 K107
Dale Coulter – How do we know they’re making progress?
Independent

C3 K108
Dave Allan – Placement testing: The good, the quick and the dirty
Sponsored by NILE (Norwich Institute for Language Education)

C4 K109
Benjamin Haymond – Teaching presentation skills in the 21st century
Independent

C5 K110
Margaret O’Keeffe – Pearson’s new business series
Sponsored by Pearson Schweiz AG

C6 K101
Olaf Lenders – English for students of journalism
Independent

C7 K103
Markus Dietz – Teaching English with videos
Independent

C8 K104
Fiona Mauchline – Engaging and motivating our ‘multiple stimuli generation
Independent

C9 K205
Katherine Bilsborough – Small changes, big impact
Independent

C10 K204
Andrew Laird – Teacher skills for IELTS
Sponsored by IDP IELTS and Cambridge English Languages



Workshops Session D: Sunday 10.45 – 11.45
D1 K106
Urs Kalberer – Writing from A1-B1
Independent

D2 K107
Andreas Grundtvig – Preparing for a family of Englishes 
– a ****storm in a teacup?
Sponsored by Pilgrims Teacher Training

D3 K108
Catherine Richards – Teacher friendly corpus linguistics for ESP classes
Independent

D4 K109
Sam McCarter – Integrating reading and writing skills for the 
academic version of IELTS
Sponsored by British Council

D5 K110
Neil Bullock – Language in context – a blended approach to learning
Independent

D6 K101
Angelos Bollas – Affect for better effect
Independent

D7 K103
Rachael Harris – Assessment in the inclusive practice classroom
Independent

D8 K104
Angela Lloyd – Listening – a highly active skill
Sponsored by Cornelsen Schweiz AG

D9 K205
Peach Richmond – Are students really interested in learning 
about the Great War?
Independent

D10 K204
Mike Hogan – The 10-step path to success with low-level 
business English learners
Sponsored by Cornelsen Schweiz AG

Overview of all workshops
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Workshops Session E: Sunday 13.00 – 14.00
E1 K106
Sandro Woodtli – Teaching English with BYOD: An Introduction
Independent

E2 K107
Michael Burri – Using haptic techniques to teach English rhythm
Independent

E3 K108
Geoff Tranter – Humour – a creative skill to enhance communication
Independent

E4 K109
Ingrid Christen-van Luling – Songs in the English classroom
Independent

E5 K110
Jayne Kyte – Dictation – a relic from the past or a useful classroom tool
Independent

E6 K101
Daniella de Winter – Special method for teaching reading to dyslexic 
learners of all ages supported by games
Sponsored by SoftEnglish

E7 K103
Lindsey Clark and Kyle Dugan – Long live exam prep!
Independent

E8 K104
Lynn Williams and Karin Müller – Successful lessons: 
recognising opportunities and avoiding pitfalls
Independent

E9 K205

E10 K204



Workshop descriptions
Workshops Session A: Saturday 10.45 – 11.45
A1 K106
Lee Shutler – Coursebooks – why and when
■ Workshop ■ Audience: beginner

This workshop will focus on getting the best out of our coursebooks. No coursebook should 
be used 100% from cover to cover. We need to consider the most efficient way to “cherry pick”
through a book so that we meet students’ needs, keep them engaged yet still deliver a 
balanced, cost effective course. We will consider what has been written on the topic and we 
will also share our own ideas of what does and does not work in our contexts. On Monday you 
will look at your coursebook with “new eyes”.

A2 K107
Laurence Koster – English vocabulary profile: taking the guesswork out 
of business English vocabulary
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

How can you make sure the vocabulary you teach is the right level for your business English
students? Which words do your students need for BEC? Which words should you pre-teach? 
Is there an easy way to create wordlists to suit your learners’ needs? Using English Vocabulary 
Profile, you can take the guesswork out of vocabulary. In this talk you will see how EVP works 
and how it can help you plan vocabulary tasks more efficiently. Using examples from new 
editions of Business Vocabulary in Use, I’ll also show how using the audio in ebooks brings 
the vocabulary to life.

A3 K108
Pete Kaithan – Linguaskill – a new age in language assessment offered by
Cambridge English
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

Computer-adaptive language testing (CAT) is not new, however, Linguaskill, a new language
assessment system, developed by Cambridge English Language Assessment, is. Linguaskill 
is the first test of its kind, which offers a state-of-the-art “autocorrection” function for all 3 
modules, Reading and Listening, Speaking and Writing! This presentation will introduce 
Linguaskill in detail, how it works and whom it is designed for, as well as how it can be 
accessed in Switzerland. Teachers interested in online English language assessment or 
language assessment in general, should find this presentation interesting and useful.

A4 K109
Carol Waites – Flipping your classroom for B1+ levels upwards in 
today’s world – yes you can
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

Come and share your experiences and pick up a few tips on the benefits of flipped classrooms 
in today’s age with today’s digital learners. Using basic technological skills, we can help our
learners advance more quickly and save valuable time in our classrooms using flipped lesson
techniques. Flipping our classroom can help our students develop their autonomous skills and 
can be stimulating and effective. It will also present the challenges we face. Students who like
vegetating in class suddenly have to engage – they may resist it. But they will soon change their
minds when their learning takes a leap forward.

ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM • Zofingen18



A5 K110
Helen Strong – Teaching one-to-one
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

How is teaching one-to-one different from teaching groups? What is it that makes one-to-one
teaching effective? How can you ensure that your needs analysis provides you with the right 
kind of information to enable you to design a coherent course? Where can you get your 
teaching materials?

Which teaching techniques work best in one-to-one teaching scenarios? What methods of
delivery are available? And how can you effectively give feedback to your one-to-one students?
Whether you are new to one-to-one teaching or you are a seasoned expert looking for 
inspiration, come along to this workshop to discover answers to these questions!

A6 K101
Dave Allan – Where to get the best in training and professional development 
in the UK and in Switzerland
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

This session is about NILE, the Norwich institute for Language Education, recently designated
the best provider of training/CPD for language teachers in the UK. NILE runs around 100
courses every year, from Cambridge CELTA and Delta to the UK’s most popular language
education MA. We’ve trained over 40,000 teachers from 70 countries since we began in 1995,
and have the highest ratings for ‘strengths’ and ‘excellence’ from the British Council and
Eaquals. We offer the choice of face-to-face, online and blended. We’ve worked with Swiss
teachers in the UK and in Switzerland for over 20 years and now we have a new venue for our
MA in Switzerland.

A7 K103
Michael Benford – Shopping Matters 3rd edition
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Shopping Matters (Cornelsen Verlag) contains a wide range of materials for mixed ability classes
in the retail trade. In the first part of this workshop, the author will provide an overview of its
contents and demonstrate the use of some of the materials. In the second part, participants 
will be able to work with the materials themselves and practise a number of co-operative 
learning techniques geared towards maximising student participation.

A8 K104
Nicole Küpfer – Stories, voice and improvisation
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

We will work on ways to key into the location and the characters of a literary text via a number 
of drama techniques and methods from improvisational theatre. The workshop is also an
introduction to/refresher of selected techniques for voice work and recitation, which can be
beneficial for our own voice but also be passed on to our students.

Suitable for all teachers of English. As always in my workshops: Be prepared for a lot of 
physical activity. Wear comfortable clothes and flat shoes.

ETAS 34th Annual Conference and AGM • Zofingen19



A9 K205
Majellia Sheehan Harris – Pronunciation workout
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Pronunciation workout is a fun, practical workshop which helps students to pronounce English
correctly. Developed by a teacher for teachers and students, it is an interactive and fun way to
focus on problematic issues such as past tense “ed” endings, silent letters, “th” sound and 
the infamous “ship” or “sheep”. Short, snappy, and effective... just like any workout!

A10 K204
Varinder Unlu – Why won’t they learn?
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

Most language learners find learning easy, but many students find it challenging. Some reasons 
for the latter can be identified quickly by teachers, who can then help learners to acquire language
efficiently. However, some learners are labelled as difficult, disruptive, unresponsive or just bad
language learners. Around ten percent have dyslexia, ADHD, dyspraxia, Asperger’s syndrome,
literacy problems or a physical disability (sight or hearing). Teachers need to have an
understanding of students with such learning differences and how these affect the learning
processes, including mechanisms of second language acquisition. In doing so, teachers can 
learn to create inclusive classroom environments.

Workshops Session B: Saturday 13.00 – 14:00
B1 K106
John Hughes – How can we make lesson plans useful?
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

When we talk about a ‘lesson plan’, we often picture a long formal document with rows and
columns. The reality is often something quite different; day-to-day lesson plans might be a list 
of words scribbled in the margin of a coursebook, visual notes sketched on post-its, or photos 
on a phone. In my talk, I’ll suggest that teachers should be encouraged to experiment with ways 
of planning and redefine what ‘a plan’ should look like. By doing this, we’ll find that a lesson 
plan can be as much a tool for teacher reflection and development, as it is for planning.

B2 K107
Csilla Jaray-Benn – Empathy as a source of motivation: 
Collaborative and creative strategies
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

We will look at a new model of teaching based on empathy in two different aspects. Firstly, how
teacher’s empathy towards the learner can help personalize teaching style and adapt materials 
to learners’ expectations in a creative way. Secondly, how this approach can yield to educating
learners to become successful and active players in the 21st century empathic society.

Workshop descriptions
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B3 K108
Margaret O’Keeffe – Staying ahead of the game? 
Yes, definitely with Pearson’s new business series.
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Innovation and vitality: Key factors driving a booming market and key factors underlying the
successful business English class. When these factors transfuse a lesson, both teacher and
student thrive. Pearson’s research into the Global Scale of English has inspired new ways to
inject a business class with innovation and vitality. In this session, we will look at practical
examples of implementing clear learning objectives in an entertaining manner, which will ensure
our lessons are even more engaging for our learners as they develop the key language and
professional skills they need.

B4 K109
Fiona Mauchline – Silent videos, talking teens (active adults too)
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

In the world of screens, using videos makes sense as a motivating stimulus for students, young
and old. However, authentic materials can be a little daunting - unless you turn the sound off!
This workshop allows participants to try out a wealth of activities which generate language and
learning opportunities using silent videos as the launchpad and motivation.

B5 K110
Jayne Kyte – Is it time to take another look at the humble white / blackboard?
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

In this age of digital teaching it is easy to forget that the ‘only’ classroom tool that many
teachers have is a whiteboard.

In this workshop we will look at several different ways in which we can make the best use of 
the whiteboard in our lessons. We will explore new ideas for getting our students working at 
the board, giving them more opportunities to generate language, to interact with colleagues 
and develop learner autonomy. I will introduce participants to a range of board-based activities
which require little preparation, that they will want to try out in their classes.

B6 K101
Caroline Hyde-Simon – Improving the accessibility of study-related vocabulary
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

English study-related vocabulary (SRV) selection for Bachelor students in Life Sciences is no
easy task when the English lecturers are not subject specialists. This workshop introduces the
methods used at the Zurich University of Applied Sciences to make these selections. Further, it
asks for active contributions from participants in analysing suitable SRV in various texts and
criteria which govern selection.
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B7 K103
Lee Shutler – Using flipped learning to provide variety
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

In order to embrace technology and our students’ fondness with social and digital media, this
workshop will explore how we can use Flipped Learning. This method can help us to maximise
classroom time for practice and fluency work, whilst leaving the more “teacher-centred” periods 
of the lesson at home. We will have a “trial run” and then consider how we can vary this idea 
to suit our classes, syllabus and teaching style. Its use will lead to teachers who are less 
stressed and more relaxed in the classroom while students will have more interesting work 
outside the classroom.

B8 K104
Gemma Webber – Integrating technology in the 21st century classroom
■ Workshop ■ Audience: beginner

By sharing my own experiences in this workshop, I am going to show teachers who are not 
overly confident with technology how this can be used both in and out of the classroom to 
facilitate student learning, and how it can help students develop creativity, collaboration, and
critical thinking skills. I will also give examples of how the teachers’ preparation workload can 
be reduced by using easily accessible online tools.

B9 K205
Véronique Buffat – Teaching with songs - when language becomes music
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Songs are a rich creative resource. At lower secondary, they not only bring life, motivation and
emotions into the classroom but can also be easily integrated into the regular syllabus to 
practice vocabulary, language structures and pronunciation. However, songs can also be chosen 
for their content. In this workshop, you will experiment with classroom activities where songs
and/or their videos are used creatively to write stories or rhymes; discuss political and social
issues; or teach CLIL sequences. There will also be time to share our experiences and discuss 
the contribution of songs to language learning.

B10 K204
Feyza Konyali von Grünig – Teaching EAP writing skills at lower levels
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

Teaching academic writing skills at A2 level in an ELF context can be a daunting challenge. 
This talk shares a predictive assessment of self-designed tasks restricted to analysis of the 
given content from various disciplines, rather than to its evaluation because such tasks 
facilitate a denser use of basic academic linguistic devices while introducing the academic
discourse, in which the analysis of a given issue is a pre-requisite.

Workshop descriptions
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Workshops Session C: Saturday 14.15 – 15:15
C1 K106
Ian McMaster – Business English needs: what do we (think we) know?
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

Over the past 17 years, Business Spotlight has carried out numerous readers’ surveys in 
order to discover the needs of German-speaking business English users. In this talk, some 
of the main results of this research will be summarized and the results of the latest 2017 
survey will be presented.

C2 K107
Dale Coulter – How do we know they’re making progress?
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

As teachers, we get a lot of satisfaction from seeing our students progress. With an increasingly
competitive market, we are now more than ever faced with a major challenge: how do we show
students, or the companies they work for, that they are getting a return on their investment?
This talk will break down the ideas behind continuous assessment, with classroom-based
evidence and insights into the how and the why for teachers.

C3 K108
Dave Allan – Placement testing: The good, the quick and the dirty
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

This workshop will look at all aspects of how we can place learners effectively and efficiently
across a range of different contexts. We will briefly consider the development of placement 
tests over the last 50 years, identifying the principles and key pragmatic factors that have come
to be identified as good practice, exploring the combinations of test instruments and procedures
which allow us to meet the varying demands of a range of professional contexts, while paying
due attention to the needs of both individuals and institutions, concluding with a review of
commercially available tests, including CATs, the tests that you do with a mouse. 

C4 K109
Benjamin Haymond – Teaching presentation skills in the 21st century
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

How is technological change affecting professional presentations and how will it affect teaching
presentation skills to EFL learners in the future? This talk will attempt to answer these 
questions and provide insight on how to adjust to changing media while still offering dynamic
courses. In this talk, changing technology and the skills necessary for bridging the gulf between
new media and traditional presentations will be explored and analysed. Additionally, in class 
use of media such as student-produced-podcasts and video blogs will be discussed in detail.
Finally, participants will be provided with sources for gaining new material.
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C5 K110
Margaret O’Keeffe – Pearson’s new business series
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

There’s never been a more exciting time to be teaching business English. With the rate of 
change speeding up in industries, everyone knows that professional English is more vital than
ever.  Pearson’s innovative new business series is here to help learners develop key language 
and skills for today’s global workplace. This flexible up-to-date course will engage students’ 
minds, encourage critical thinking and make lesson planning easier for teachers. Come along 
to the session and find out how.

C6 K101
Olaf Lenders – English for students of journalism
■ Workshop ■ Audience: experienced

Students of journalism need a high competence in writing in different styles and genres. 
This workshop draws from a course for students of technical journalism. It contains exercises 
and examples of: 1. conducting and writing up cross-cultural interviews; 2. writing a product 
review of a technical gadget; 3. writing a travel blog. It is suitable for all who teach writing skills 
to specialized groups.

C7 K103
Markus Dietz – Teaching English with videos
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Many students (and teachers) enjoy working with videos because of the simultaneous 
stimulation of visual and auditory senses they provide combined with the interplay of action,
language, sound, and story. It creates the opportunity to teach and learn language in an active 
and communicative way. 

This is an interactive, hands-on workshop. We will develop and discuss ideas for lessons based 
on a video that will be shown at the beginning, and in a second step also full lesson plans that 
can be used in class. All you have to bring are curiosity and an interest in (teaching with) videos.

C8 K104
Fiona Mauchline – Engaging and motivating our ‘multiple stimuli generation
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Most adults are used to written text as the main means of taking in information, but young 
people nowadays are far more likely to use other sources. They are, in fact, the Multiple Stimuli
Generation and we need to take that into account in our teaching. Furthermore, teenagers are 
at a stage of cognitive development where it is too easy to alienate rather than motivate. 
In this workshop, we’ll consider some of the things going on in the teen mind, and try out 
activities that support students, make the classroom a positive place to be, and generate 
lots of language.

Workshop descriptions
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C9 K205
Katherine Bilsborough – Small changes, big impact
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

The United Nations’ list of 17 Sustainable Development Goals aims to transform our world
dramatically by 2030. Primary teachers are ideally placed to raise awareness amongst young
learners so that by the time they become adults they have an understanding of how we can 
all work together to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all.

In this workshop we’ll start by taking a look at the UN’s 17 goals, seeing how some of them 
link directly to the UN’s Rights of the Child. Then we’ll look at age-appropriate ways of
approaching these topics in the classroom.

C10 K204
Andrew Laird – Teacher skills for IELTS
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Supporting teachers of IELTS –The world’s most popular high stakes English proficiency 
test used to assess English language abilities.

This workshop is relevant for existing teachers and those considering teaching for IELTS. 
Come and join us – you won’t be disappointed!

Workshops Session D: Sunday 10.45 – 11.45
D1 K106
Urs Kalberer – Writing from A1-B1
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Writing at elementary level is challenging but needn’t be boring. Moving from controlled to 
guided and more open tasks, we will try out activities that can be adapted to any course book.
The workshop is targeted at teachers at elementary level, who will get ideas for instant use 
in their classroom.

D2 K107
Andreas Grundtvig – Preparing for a family of Englishes 
– a ****storm in a teacup?
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Futurologists now predict the extinction of minor languages to make way for the more dominant
ones, such as English. At the same time, we have concrete evidence of the creation of a new
family of mutually unintelligible Englishes. Using the media, as well as advertising and linguistic
environments of German and French speaking regions, we’ll look at the examples of this. 
And we’ll consider the implications that even a passive exposure to such language has not 
just on the student, but also on the teacher, whose task of deciding exactly which English to
teach becomes increasingly unclear.
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D3 K108
Catherine Richards – Teacher friendly corpus linguistics for ESP classes
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

There are some things that most English teachers seem to dislike, ESP teachers included, and
corpus linguistics seems to be one of them. Corpus linguistics seems unwieldy, the stuff of
academics and not at all teacher-friendly. Not a bit of it! This workshop aims to show teachers
(particularly ESP teachers) just how simple, useful and fun playing around with corpora can be.
Building your own specialised corpus is straightforward and can transform your materials and 
even the focus of your lessons. The session also introduces online teacher-friendly resources 
that may well change the way you feel about corpora forever.

D4 K109
Sam McCarter – Integrating reading and writing skills for the 
academic version of IELTS
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

The presentation will look at techniques that teachers can use to improve student competence 
in preparation for the reading and writing components of the academic version of the IELTS. 
Ways to transfer skills and knowledge from one of the above components to the other will be
explored with a view to making the IELTS exam preparation process ‘lighter’; and, at the same
time, increasing student confidence in the use of both skills. There will be several workshop
elements as part of the talk.

D5 K110
Neil Bullock – Language in context – a blended approach to learning
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Arguments rage as to whether vocabulary should be taught or acquired. Teaching guides the
learner, acquisition empowers the learner. Both plausible but both flawed. Is the teacher fully
aware of context? Can the learner pick up the meaning by themselves? In ESP teaching, 
knowledge of the context by both teacher and learner is crucial. I argue that the more specific 
the purpose, the more blended the approach must be. This workshop will offer methodologies 
to show that teachers and learners can work together to not only learn the language, but
understand its contextual uses and its varied meanings.

D6 K101
Angelos Bollas – Affect for better effect
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Using affectively engaging materials can help us develop our learners’ critical thinking and 
higher order cognitive skills. In this workshop, participants will participate in a number of tasks
that they can later use in their own lessons. They will also design activities that will help them 
develop their learners’ creativity and emotional engagement - their affect - with learning 
materials which can help language included in the material make a more effective transition 
into long term memory.

Workshop descriptions
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D7 K103
Rachael Harris – Assessment in the inclusive practice classroom
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

It’s all very well to encourage Inclusive Practices in our language classes, but how do you go
about assessing students with very different learning profiles? This workshop will present
simple, usable ideas that will focus on inclusive and differentiated language production and
different means of assessment. We will include tasks that enable all students, including gifted
and talented learners, to reach their potential in an active learning environment.

D8 K104
Angela Lloyd – Listening – a highly active skill
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

The listening exercises we do in class are often more like tests than opportunities for learners 
to develop their ability to listen, decode and understand spoken English. So, although listening 
is increasingly considered to be the foundation of language acquisition and communicative
ability, many teachers are unsure of how to teach it effectively. In this workshop, we’ll try out 
a range of practical classroom activities which go beyond asking a few comprehension 
questions and which exploit audio and video resources in a variety of ways, including dealing 
with authentic listening, different accents, bottom-up processing.

D9 K205
Peach Richmond – Are students really interested in learning 
about the Great War?
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

2018 is the centenary of the end of World War One. This workshop will show participants 
how 17-year-old immersion students studied the Great War, its causes and its effects, exactly 
a hundred years later.

Participants will do some of the tasks themselves and will receive the handouts and
presentations used by the speaker.

D10 K204
Mike Hogan – The 10-step path to success with low-level 
business English learners
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

A familiar challenge facing low level Business English learners is the need to gain confidence,
progress quickly and function successfully when communicating in English at work.

In this talk, I will share with you 10 essential learner checkpoints on the journey to overcoming
these challenges and achieving their goals.

Examples from the new editions Business English for Beginners A1 and A2 (Cornelsen) will 
be used, and you’ll leave with a selection of ready-to-go activities and ideas for your next
teaching sessions.
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Workshop descriptions
Workshops Session E: Sunday 13.00 – 14.00
E1 K106
Sandro Woodtli – Teaching English with BYOD: An Introduction
■ Talk ■ Audience: all

First of all, the benefits of working with a digital textbook are introduced and the advantages 
and disadvantages of a few products pointed out. The talk then shows how students can easily
work with digital worksheets, and how teachers can enhance their materials with a few clicks.
Finally, a few successfully tried examples of how platforms or clouds can be used to collaborate
digitally, both inside and outside, the classroom are given. Flipped classroom aspects come up 
throughout the talk. What kind of device is used (notebook/tablet) does not matter.

E2 K107
Michael Burri – Using haptic techniques to teach English rhythm
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

This workshop presents three techniques that enable second language (L2) instructors to teach
rhythm in their classrooms. The techniques are part of an innovative, haptic (movement + touch)
pronunciation teaching framework (Acton, Baker, Burri, & Teaman, 2013; Burri & Baker, 2016;
Burri, Baker, & Acton, 2016) designed for native and non-native L2 instructors to incorporate
pronunciation instruction successfully into their classrooms.

Following a brief overview of the theoretical underpinnings of the rhythm-oriented techniques 
and haptic pronunciation teaching, workshop participants are given a set of guidelines for 
each technique. Participants then experience and practice the rhythm techniques in small 
group settings.

E3 K108
Geoff Tranter – Humour – a creative skill to enhance communication
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

There have been many publications recently showing how humour can be a useful resource 
in all areas of life. It can, for example, help to ‘break the ice’ and create a friendly, positive
atmosphere, and in education humour can be a useful resource promoting the emotional side 
of learning, presenting an effective complement to the often more cognitive style adopted by 
many teaching materials. This workshop will not only present strategies and practical examples
of suitable activities for using this approach in the classroom. Teachers attending the session 
will also have the opportunity to develop their own humour-based tasks.

E4 K109
Ingrid Christen-van Luling – Songs in the English classroom
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Do you also think it’s too bad we don’t use more songs in our English classrooms? 
It is such a fun and happy way to engage learners into language learning. They turn into real
language-detectives, working with the song texts in different ways. All you need is a fun song, 
the English song text and different cards, texts and/or pictures. In this workshop you can try 
out different ways of doing this.
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E5 K110
Jayne Kyte – Dictation – a relic from the past or a useful classroom tool
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

Many of us will have memories of dictations from our school days and, if like mine, yours are 
rather negative, I would like to change your mind and open it up to new and exciting possibilities! 
In this workshop we look at the reasons behind using dictation in our classes, and look at ways 
in which we can include dictation activities into our classroom repertoire. Participants will leave
with lots of new ideas which they can use in their classes on Monday with very little preparation!

E6 K101
Daniella de Winter – Special method for teaching reading to dyslexic 
learners of all ages supported by games
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

I will introduce a practical, down to earth, easy and highly effective method for teaching reading
to dyslectic readers of all ages. The method also helps prevent dyslexic failure at a very early
stage. It is an inclusive approach to language teaching for all students. It is not based on
familiarity with words, but it rather teaches the technique and the rules/patterns of reading in a
practical and easy way. The method lays a solid basis for developing reading skills. It is a
practical, down to earth way to teach dyslexic students how to read. 

E7 K103
Lindsey Clark and Kyle Dugan – Long live exam prep!
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

EFL exam prep doesn’t have to be book focused or exam practice focused. In this workshop, we
aim to debunk this myth. We will demonstrate some tried and tested, low prep, learner-centred
activities for the speaking sections of the mainstream exams (B1-C2).

E8 K104
Lynn Williams and Karin Müller – Successful lessons: 
recognising opportunities and avoiding pitfalls
■ Workshop ■ Audience: all

“Friday afternoon. Everybody’s exhausted. No one’s done the homework reading. My lesson’s
doomed… Now what?!” This workshop not only investigates the elements of a successful
lesson, but also sets out to empower participants to react spontaneously at key moments.
Together we will establish defining characteristics of a good lesson, drawing on participants’ own
classroom teaching, and presenters’ extensive experience in observing student teaching. We will
analyse existing lesson material to identify opportunities and pitfalls. Participants will then be
supported in developing their own ideas and strategies to plan and teach successful lessons.

E9 K205

E10 K204
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See plenary

Michael Benford
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Ingrid was born in the Netherlands, and moved to Switzerland in 1987. She works as an 
English teacher at a Swiss state school and has a CELTA certificate.

Lindsey Clark
Lindsey has taught English for over ten years, and is a Cambridge ESOL speaking and writing
examiner. She lives in Greece, and recently completed an MA in Applied Linguistics.

Dale Coulter
Dale is a teacher trainer, business English trainer and author of ELT materials, and Academic
Manager at IH Zurich-Baden.

Daniella de Winter
English teacher with over 30 years’ experience in the field of learning difficulties. SoftEnglish CEO
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Markus Dietz
Markus is from Germany, where he started his teaching career in 2001. Having a degree in
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